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abstract 

This thesis presents a critique on the inexistence of imperfection of the 
Singapore landscape, in relation to processes, like conservation, restoration, 
and development, where architecture with a lifespan is unacknowledged and 
dismissed.

Private domestic ruins are temporary phenomena that escape this rejection of 
imperfection and are constantly in limbo. They are a physical manifestation of 
living, growing, dying architecture. The ruins of Istana Woodneuk exist in the 
heart of Singapore, protected in a blind spot. Has Woodneuk’s disappearance 
allowed it to fully ‘live’ within this local narrative? 

The thesis is thus positioned alongside the speculative transformation of 
Singapore’s ruin-scape to the ruins of Woodneuk across time. It aims to 
establish an interdisciplinary study of the built environment to the tropical 
landscape. It consists of a specific intervention on the ruins of Woodneuk, 
and to have it as part of a larger design collective on the entire landscape, to 
situate Woodneuk amongst the broader issue of timelessness. 

It hopes to project an alternate imagination of architecture being acknowledged 
and respected as a growing entirety of form, landscape, and stories, as a result 
of the many lives it led across time, and the many more it will have. 





siting in the tropics 

The dense vegetation that engulfs Istana Woodneuk makes up the architecture 
of the ruin. The pilgrimage before the eventual arrival at the ruin exists as part 
of the overall experience. 

Coupled with the unclear boundaries and ownership issues, this inaccessibility 
in our Singapore landscape makes up the context of the ruins of Woodneuk. 
These limitations and restrictions are what this thesis is responding to and, 
are thus crucial to the narrative. 

By respecting the land parcels of Singapore, the siting of the intervention sits 
amongst the arboretum, on the land parcel that belongs to singapore botanic 
gardens. The fragmentation of structures respect the botanical landscape 
with its lightweight construction and efficient building. It also offers a new 
perspective of viewing the trees at the arboretum, in contrast to a manicured 
landscape. It is about how the tropical landscape grows into spaces, versus 
the controlled environment in the botanic gardens. 

These structures hold an archive of physical documentation and personal 
stories that make up these private domestic ruins. It consists of a gradual 
fragmentation across the landscape, as an extension of the programs of the 
restored colonial bungalows. This intervention, Istana Woodneuk and the 
forest come together as a design collective to make the architecture of this 
thesis. 
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ruins in singapore

most of the ruins exist as private domestic houses due to its private 
ownership, where many has already been lost to conservation and 
demlition.



exisitng ruins

reappropriated

demolished





together with istana woodneuk, the inner city is 
home to four other ruins





claymore road



pollux, 
oxley road

castor, 
the house of the late 

mr lee kuan yew

Pollux and Castor, twin brothers in 
greek and roman mythology, are 
names given to twin bungalows built 
along oxley road.





fernbank, 
cairnhill road

bought by Boey Chuan Poh, sole 
proprietor of Union Times, singapore 
newspaper
maps renamed it as no. 67
last owned by Mr Lien Kwang Wah, 

owned by his family, whose brother is 
Lien Ying Chow, founder of UOB

1912

1930
2008

today



brunei hostel, 
tanglin hill

brunei education system was not 
developed, number of bruneian 
students increased, brunei govt 
purchased land to build hostel

completed, housed bruneian govt 
officials on training programs and 
malayan students too

english and malay stream students 
were sent here    
     
brunei has its own secondary school 
education system running  
govt decided to close hostel  
owned by brunei consulate

50s

1958

1965

80s

1983
today
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land of woodneuk 
and its surroundings

istana woodneuk is situated within a very interesting 
context and landscape





Hired Wong Ah Fook (famous entrepreneur who founded the city of JB)  to build the palace for the 
Sultan’s fourth wife Sultana Khadijah
Mention of a Woodneuk house in the vicinity of Botanic Gardens for rent
Auction of furniture and furnishings of a person named D. Brandt

Wife of Sultan Khadjah sold property to Sultan Bakar’s son, Ibrahim
Rebuilt house for third wife
Completed in time for Sultan Ibrahim’s birthday. Said to be built for Ibrahim and wife
Governor-General Mr. Malcolm MacDonald occupied the place
Johor government to spend $14500 to reroof istana besar and Woodneuk
Woodneuk returned to Sultan for his official use

 Great damage done to building and costly furniture and works of art for which the istana was famous for
 
Johor State Council approved $5000 for upkeep and maintenance of Tyersall Park
Sultan Ibrahim passed away and Woodneuk seem to have lost its lustre and popularity

 “Discover New Areas When You Jog”, ST, 13 March
“Splendour in the Garden”, New Paper, 30 Auguest

“Derelict Majesty”, ST, 9 Aug (works were underway to tear down this old majestic house)
Sultan passed away and Woodneuk seem to have lost its lustre and popularity

Fire

Currently, ownership of land is still with the Sultan of Johor

Istana Woodneuk was one of the two royal palaces owned by Johor Sultan Abu 
Bakar ibni Daing Ibrahim (1833-1895), 21st Sultan of Johor and was well known 
as “The Father of Modern Johor”.

1855

1865
1892

1904
1930
1935
1948
1951
1954

1959

1983 
1989

1005

2006





Built and owned by Mr William Napier (first lawyer of singapore, founder of singapore free press, Sultan 
Bakar’s legal advisor)
Put for sale and ownership transferred to Sultan of Johore
Rebuilt on a larger scale (Istana Tyersall)
Sultan Abu Bakar threw a party to mark its reopening. Death of Sultan and Sultan Ibrahim succeeded 
and preferred the Woodneuk House. Bakar’s will concerns competing caims to the compensation of 
$25m awarded by the Collector of Land Revenue for the compulsory acquisition of Lot 1049 of Mukim 2 
(“Tyersall”).

Major fire and damaged the central portion due to faulty wiring
Another fire
Sultan allowed part to be used by Indian Troops HQ to be stationed and converted as a military camp area. 

Building cease to exist

Issued a compulsory acquisition of Tyersall
Collector placed advertisement in Straits Times to state inquiry would resume on 20may 2014. 
Compensation of $25mil
Tyersall Extension of Botanic Gardens

Completion of Gardens’ Learning Forest

Istana Woodneuk was one of the two royal palaces owned by Johor Sultan Abu 
Bakar ibni Daing Ibrahim (1833-1895), 21st Sultan of Johor and was well known 
as “The Father of Modern Johor”.

1854

1857
1892
1895

1905
1932
1940

1947

1990
2004

2009

2018



influences of sultan of johor



laws governing the land



The Tyersall Extension wraps around Land Woodneuk in an 
awkard manner which highlights its boundaries and opens 
Botanic Gardens to the foreign. The natural terrain of Land 
Woodneuk projects an overpowering presence over the 
pristine and flattened national park and Singapore is forced to 
acknowledge this foreign in their backyard.











singapore botanic gardens

the immediate neighbour with 
high publicity and visitorship

tyersall learning forest

colonial bungalows

gallop arboretum



tyersall learning forest





no. 5 gallop road, Atbara

No. 5 and No. 7 Gallop Road, are two colonial houses that 
were built around the turn of the 20th century. They were 
both designed by R.A.J Bidwell, a renowned architect who 
also designed Raffles Hotel and Goodwood Park Hotel some 
100 years ago.

built in 1898
the earliest known example of the black and white 
bungalow, an adapted victorian house, a uniquely 
Singaporean invention

The Gallop Road area was often used as exercise grounds for horses. To create 
a sense of arrival, visitors would have to travel up a long winding carriageway to 
reach the homes.

1923
straits trading company

1939-99
french embassy

1990
state owned

2012
restored

2018
Forest Conservation Interpretive Centre
a place for visitors to learn more about the complex ecology and rich 
biodiversity they have experienced first-hand in the nearby Arboretum and Walk 
of Giants. 
visitors will also learn about the Gardens’ historic role in establishing our 
nation’s forest reserves, the on-going work to study and protect them and how 
all citizens can play a part in their conservation.





no. 7 gallop road, Inverturret
built in 1902
inverturret features many successful adaptations as well, such as rooms 
positioned to minimise heating by the sun and the use of natural breezes to 
ventilate the buildings

owner: Charles MacArthur, the chairman of the Straits Trading Company

1939-99
french ambassador’s residence

2018
natural history art gallery 
to give visitors an opportunity to admire carefully curated exhibitions of the 
Gardens’ collection of over 2,000 botanical illustrations, as well as art pieces on 
loan from other galleries, museums and botanical institutions. Unique artefacts 
from the Gardens’ archives will also be on display.





arboretum for dipterocarp trees

The Gallop Arboretum will conserve Dipterocarps and other rare and 
endangered forest trees of the region. When completed, visitors will get to 
see up close an integrated display of the types of forests and diversity of tree 
species in the region, the changes to a forest as it matures, and the importance 
of their conservation.

Dipterocarp means “two-winged fruit” and this name is derived from the two- 
to five-winged fruits that this family of trees produces. With a great diversity 
of leaf forms and some 500 species existing in our region, Dipterocarps (also 
known as forest giants) are iconic trees that constitute the backbone of Indo-
Malayan rainforests.



Singapore’s first Dipterocarp Arboretum 
at Yishun Park, 2008
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istana woodneuk 

how the context makes the ruin



woodneuk has its own sense of time









woodneuk has its own value system woodneuk is a place of proximity, yet inaccessibility



woodneuk is a site of privilege and protection, 
and thus a blindspot

woodneuk is a place of proximity, yet inaccessibility
Archictecture in the vicnity are of a unique composition that calls for high 
security, protection and also a high sense of privacy. Towards the south-east, 
there is a prominent presence of power and security with the congregation 
of embassies, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and also the Interpol. The 
surroundings of Woodneuk is also home to ten good class bungalow areas of 
Singapore with many conserved bungalows within, and is probably where the 
most powerful and richest people are at. 



architecture of a ruin















urban exploration
in singapore

or urbex, for short

 take nothing but photographs,
 leave nothing but footprints
 global urbex motto



urbex in singapore

Urbex in singapore has always existed but is not always well 
known. It has also been misunderstood as part of paranormal 
activity investigation, which they have been trying to set apart. 

These are the three main groups of urban explorers, with 
already very different objectives and methodologies. 

As part of my research, I spoke to three urban explorers from 
the Urban Explorers of Singapore and I learned so much more 
about this practice and gained insightful knowledge. 

The main takeaway was that the spirit of urban exploration 
aims to uncover hidden secrets and to share these finds, 
without disclosing their exact location. This is so as to not ruin 
the experience for others and to protect these sacred sites 
from commercialisation and negative publicity. 



“the heirs of indiana jones”
Straits Times

“We concentrate primarily on rediscovering, studying, and 
chronicling forgotten man-made structures that few history 
books can hope to recreate. Taking on the role of an urban 
explorer is just part of a larger effort.

Urban exploration is about more than just taking hauntingly 
beautiful photographs or advocating historical interest. 
Humans are designed to explore, and with exploration comes 
knowledge. Urbex — its shorthand name — reconnects us to 
the everyday spaces we pass by. It is a gateway to experiential 
learning. It reignites wonderment and encourages our natural 
instincts to explore, experience, evolve, and exceed.

Since Singapore is rich in biodiversity, culture, and history, 
we are able to stimulate the movement further, allowing a 
countercultural phenomenon to evolve into an educational 
platform.”

urban exploreres 
of singapore





conservation, restoration

stages of assesment



Informed Conservation, Clark Kate

stage 1: assessment
feasibility study
background research 
visual assessment of fabric 
sysnthesis: an assessment of the significance of the site and its main 
phases of alteration, indentifying any particular features of special interest 
or value

stage 2: survey in advance of works
metric / measured survey
archaeological analysis
historical research, construction history, and general knowledge of 
architectural landscape hisotry

stage 3: targeted specialist investigation
 Eg. Architectural paint analysis
 Dendrochronology (timber)
 Architectural materials research
 Joinery analysis (window/panelling)
 Excavation 
 Tree survey

stage 4: analysis during works

Inevitably there will be information that only emerges during the process of 
site works. 
 Ongoing survey and analysis
 Recording fabric which will be destroyed

stage 5: Reporting, archiving and publication



 

The preferred sequence for restoring a building is the “Top-Down” Approach.
It starts from the top (roof), and work downwards while retaining the floor(s) 
and roof. This method ensures that:

The building remains structurally stable.
Work can proceed under all weather conditions.
Deterioration due to weather is minimised.

Used protective measures to maintain structural integrity of important 
elements of the buildings.
iv.  Kept to original materials, appropriate paints, colour schemes and finishes.

c.   Finished Product
i.    Retains the inherent and essential qualities of the building.
ii.   Sensitively and innovatively adapted to current use, including barrier-free 
accessibility provisions.
iii.  Incorporates interpretive elements to present the history of the site and tell 
the story of the building.
iv.  Contributes to the surrounding environment.
v.   Has a transformative effect on the neighbourhood.
vi.  Serves as a good reference for future projects in terms of its features, ideas 
and methods used.

ura restoration processes

All preservation and conservation works are carried out at 
seven levels, which vary from project to project.

In order of complexity, they are:

maintaining the essential character of the building
preventing further deterioration
consolidating the fabric of the building
restoring the building to original design and material
rehabilitating the building without destroying its character
replacing missing significant features of the building
rebuilding severely damaged parts of the building





references and design process

precedent cases, and resources



process models













readings

Ruins 
  Observed Decay, Caitlin DeSilvey
  Ruins of modernity, Julia hell and andreas schonle 
  Illegal architect, Jonathon hill
  Buildings must die
  Natural history, Herzog de meuron
  Standing still / Simryn Gill. 
  Home + bound : narratives of domesticity in Singapore    
  beyond / edited by Lilian Chee and Melany Sun-Min Park.     

  Magazine, journal
  Tatlin, or, Ruinophilia, Cabinet
  Pilgrimage and the Architect, Uncube

Dissertation 
  Lim Xin Yi Dawn 2009-2010 Specters and Spectacles   
  Yap Shan Ming 2011-2012 The man, his house and the city  
  Evy Sutjahjo 2011-2012 Tracing the ruins of a royal ground
   

Replica
Mimesis and alterity. Michael taussig 
Faith in fakes, umberto eco

Magazine, journal 
The copy is both despised and feared. Sam Jacob, archdaily 

Conservation 
  Black and White, the Singapore house, 1898-1941
  The Singapore house, 1819 - 1942, lee kip lin 

  Informed conservation, clark kate
  Living buildings, Donald insall
  Conserving the past, creating the future
  Preservation is overtaking us / Rem Koolhaas

Heritage 
  Heritage diplomacy, Tim winter
  
  Journal, article
  World Heritage- tension between national and universal
  





 
Ruins/ conservation
  Anne frank house
  An ping tree house
  Parquet das ruinas
  Heeren street shophouse
  IBA, SEE projects

Pilgrimage
  Lightning field, walter de maria
  Teshima art museum, ryue nishizawa

Replica
  Omotesando hills, tadao ando
  Barcelona pavilion
  National theatre
  Housing kiefhoek, jjp oud
  A world of fragile parts, v&a + venice biennale
  Museum of copying, architectural doppelgangers (AA   
  research cluster)
  Replica of palmyra arch

precedent cases



an ping tree house



parque das ruinas



anne frank house

Over the years, the events of the Second World War have increasingly been 
relegated to the annals of history. As the generation who survived the war dies 
out, the stories that this generation of young people hears about the war are no 
longer told by their parents or even grandparents.

For that reason alone, Anne Frank House considers itself charged with an 
important educational role. It tells the story of the murder of the six million Jews 
who died during the Second World War by focusing on the fate of the few victims 
who hid there.
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HEEREN STREET
SHOPHOUSE
CATEGORY D:   Conservation Projects
GOLD MEDAL
Architect(s):  Chan Soo Khian
Country:       Singapore
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